INTRODUCTION
============

Depression is one of the most prevalent, heterogeneous, and complicated psychiatric syndromes worldwide \[[@b1-pi-2019-07-17-2],[@b2-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. Genomewide association studies (GWASs) and meta-analysis GWAS studies have identified more and more genes and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with depression \[[@b3-pi-2019-07-17-2]-[@b5-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. For instance, a recent meta-analysis study (n=807,553) of GWASs pinpointed 87 significant SNPs after multiple testing correction and revealed pathways relating to neurotransmission and response to stimuli by employing an independent replication sample (n=1,507,153) \[[@b6-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. It has been suggested that epigenetic and environmental mechanisms play a substantial role for the pathophysiology of depression, where epigenetic factors bridge the environmental and genetic mechanisms. Numerous investigations have utilized state-of-the-art methods such as epigenetics and gene-environment (GxE) interactions to determine whether specific genes are involved with the pathophysiology of depression in human and animal studies of genomic applications. As a consequence, accumulating evidence indicates that an interplay between epigenetic/environmental mechanisms and applicable genes is certainly linked to patients with depression when compared with healthy controls \[[@b7-pi-2019-07-17-2],[@b8-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. While a mammoth amount of plausible genetic markers in epigenetics and GxE interactions have been explored to be linked to depression, a further and more intensive exploration in support of this hypothesis is still warranted \[[@b1-pi-2019-07-17-2],[@b9-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. In this review, we in brief summarize a variety of existing human and animal studies with consideration of epigenetics and GxE interactions in assessing and understanding putative epigenetic and environmental mechanisms with an increased risk of developing depression.

In this review, we first survey the candidate variant and genes that have been investigated as probable genetic markers and have been shown to be associated with depression in various studies of GxE interactions. Moreover, we assess various probable variant and genes that have been pinpointed in various epigenetic studies and have been discovered to be associated with depression. Finally, we show the limitations and future perspectives with respect to the previous studies in epigenetics and GxE interactions. In order to establish the roles of the probable variant and genes discovered in the previous human and animal studies, future studies with replication sample in extensive and independent cohorts will be warranted in terms of epigenetics and GxE interactions for depression.

METHODS
=======

Literature search and analyses
------------------------------

In this review, we present relevant studies on epigenetics and GxE interactions in depression after a comprehensive search of the electronic PubMed database (2010--present). Key words in the search included "epigenetics," "depression," "methylation," "MicroRNAs," "Histone modifications," "GxE interactions," and "stress." Furthermore, we employed a manual search procedure of bibliographical cross-referencing. We manually screened the obtained articles and aimed at identifying original papers and reviews with a particular focus on epigenetics and GxE interactions in depression research. While this article is by no means a comprehensive review of all potential studies reported in the literature, we merely pinpointed various examples for epigenetics and GxE interactions in depression studies.

RESULTS
=======

Environmental factors on depression
-----------------------------------

Environmental risk factors for depression have been a focus of attention in the literature and encompass stress, various abuse (such as physical, emotional, and sexual abuse), early adverse childhood experiences (such as childhood maltreatment and neglect), and stressful life events (such as marriage and family conflicts, adverse conditions during perinatal stage, disrupted interpersonal relationships, crime and legal issues, loss events, job-related concerns, financial hardship, and events related to unpleasant health problems) \[[@b10-pi-2019-07-17-2]\].

GxE interactions on depression
------------------------------

Here we target various association studies that have assessed potential interactions between environmental risk factors and biomarkers to verify the hypothesis that the proposed candidate variants and genes may contribute to depression via complex GxE interactions. Various loci such as *CRHR1*, *FKBP5*, *HTR2A*, and serotonin transporter gene-linked polymorphic region (5-HTTLPR) in the *SLC6A4* (serotonin neurotransmitter transporter) gene have been robustly replicated and found to be linked to depression-relevant GxE interactions \[[@b11-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. This review is not intended as a comprehensive survey of all related studies reported in the literature.

Since Caspi et al. \[[@b12-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] firstly evaluated GxE interactions between stressful life events and the 5-HTTLPR variant in the *SLC6A4* gene contributing to depression, there have been more and more variants found to be associated with depression via complicated GxE interactions. The 5-HTTLPR variant in the *SLC6A4* gene is normally represented as short and long alleles, where the short and long alleles are associated with lower and higher *SLC6A4* gene expression activity, respectively \[[@b13-pi-2019-07-17-2],[@b14-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. While the short allele in the 5-HTTLPR variant possesses 14 repeats of a sequence, the long allele possesses 16 repeats. Intriguingly, Caspi et al. \[[@b12-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] found GxE interactions between the 5-HTTLPR variant and stressful life events to influence the risk for developing depression among subjects having one or both short alleles of the 5-HTTLPR variant in a prospective longitudinal study of Dunedin children (n=1,037). Caspi et al. \[[@b12-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] interviewed the individuals to assess their stressful life events appearing between 21 and 26 years old at regular intervals. Subsequently, Roy et al. \[[@b15-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] reported that GxE interactions between the 5-HTTLPR variant and childhood trauma is associated with the tendency of suicidal behaviors for patients with a low-expressing 5-HTTLPR genotype; however, patients with intermediate-expressing and high-expressing genotypes did not have this tendency. Furthermore, Cicchetti et al. \[[@b16-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] revealed evidence for GxE interactions between the 5-HTTLPR variant and various subtypes of maltreatment, where children of short/short or short/long genotypes in the 5-HTTLPR variant expressed higher suicidal risk than those of a long/long genotype in terms of children who had experienced one or two types of maltreatment. However, children who had experienced three to four types of maltreatment expressed higher levels of suicidal risk, disregarding any forms of genotypes in the 5-HTTLPR variant \[[@b16-pi-2019-07-17-2]\].

The proposed candidate genes such as *FKBP5* \[[@b17-pi-2019-07-17-2]-[@b19-pi-2019-07-17-2]\], *CRHR1* \[[@b20-pi-2019-07-17-2],[@b21-pi-2019-07-17-2]\], and *HTR2A* \[[@b22-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] have been assessed to verify the hypothesis that these loci could contribute to depression via complex GxE interactions. Appel et al. \[[@b17-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] suggested GxE interactions between the *FKBP5* rs1360780 SNP and physical abuse for developing depression in the German population. Similarly, Zimmermann et al. \[[@b23-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] found that GxE interactions between the *FKBP5* rs1360780 SNP and traumatic life events were linked to the onset of major depression in the UK population. Subsequently, Kohrt et al. \[[@b18-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] confirmed that GxE interactions between the *FKBP5* rs9296158 SNP and childhood maltreatment were associated with the risk of developing depression among South Asia adults. The *FKBP5* gene encodes a protein that plays an important role in immunoregulation, where several SNPs in the FKBP5 gene have been found to be associated with depression \[[@b24-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. In the African Americans population, Roy et al. \[[@b21-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] observed GxE interactions between the *FKBP5* gene (such as rs9296158, rs3800373, and rs1360780 SNPs) and childhood trauma on suicide attempt by using the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ) score. By using the continuous CTQ score, Roy et al. \[[@b21-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] also revealed possible GxE interactions between three SNPs (such as rs7728378, rs6453267, and rs10474485 SNPs) in the *CRHBP* gene and childhood trauma in predicting suicide attempts.

Additionally, Ben-Efraim et al. \[[@b20-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] revealed three GxE interactions for three subsets of distinct male patients in a cohort of a family-based study design where both parents and offspring had attempted suicide. In Ben-Efraim et al.'s \[[@b20-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] results, one GxE interaction was only linked to female patients. Ben-Efraim et al. \[[@b20-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] also reported significant GxE interactions between the *CRHR1* rs7209436 SNP and childhood/adolescence physical attack/assault for both male and female patients with suicide attempts. In addition, significant GxE interactions involving the *CRHR1* rs16940665 SNP and adulthood physical attack/assault were only suggested in male patients with suicide attempts \[[@b20-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. Moreover, GxE interactions between the *CRHR1* rs4792887 SNP and cumulative stressful life events in male patients with suicide attempts were shown to support the previous studies \[[@b20-pi-2019-07-17-2]\].

In a subsequent study, Ben-Efraim et al. \[[@b22-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] revealed potential GxE interactions between the rs6313 SNP in the *HTR2A* gene and cumulative types of lifetime stressful life events in a family-based study design of both parents and offspring (n=660) who had committed a suicide attempt. In addition, Ben-Efraim et al. \[[@b22-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] reported significant GxE interactions involving the rs7322347 SNP in the *HTR2A* gene and childhood/adolescence physical assault for female patients. The *HTR2A* gene encodes one of the serotonin receptors and has been indicated as a potential marker for antidepressant therapy and psychiatric diseases such as major depressive disorders, anxiety disorders, eating disorders, attention deficit hyperactivity disorders, obsessive-compulsive disorders, Alzheimer's disease, and schizophrenia \[[@b25-pi-2019-07-17-2],[@b26-pi-2019-07-17-2]\].

In a recent meta-analysis study, Culverhouse et al. \[[@b27-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] did not confirm that GxE interactions between stressful life events and 5-HTTLPR can contribute to the development of depression by using 38,802 subjects of European ancestry. Culverhouse et al.'s \[[@b27-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] analysis suggests that the interaction influencing depression is not commonly generalizable. While the hypothesis-driven candidate gene approach can only explore a fraction of probable existing genetic variants \[[@b28-pi-2019-07-17-2]\], a hypothesis-free approach such as GWAS has not been able to generalize the loci including *FKBP5*, *CRHR1*, and *HTR2A* so far.

In a GxE GWAS study, Dunn et al. \[[@b29-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] investigated GxE interactions between stressful life events and identified a significant GxE interaction among the rs4652467 SNP near the *CEP350* gene and history of childhood trauma in influencing the risk of depression in the African American population (n\~10,000). Intriguingly, the rs4652467 variant reached genome-wide significant threshold. In another GxE GWAS study, Otowa et al. \[[@b30-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] found a GxE interaction involving the rs10510057 SNP near the *RGS10* gene and history of stressful events in influencing the increased risk of depression in the Japanese population (n=320). However, the rs10510057 variant did not pass genome-wide significant threshold. In a recent GxE GWAS study, Van der Auwera et al. \[[@b31-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] did not replicate these two variants (rs4652467 and rs10510057) and did not discover any novel genes in subjects of European ancestry (n=3,944), suggesting that the inconsistent results may be due to the different phenotype definition, populations of different ancestry, and small sample size. While it is a theoretically feasible choice to employ GWAS approach to evaluate GxE interactions, GWAS would require huge test datasets as well as replication datasets with both exposure (such as stressful life events) and outcome (such as depression) data \[[@b32-pi-2019-07-17-2]\].

To narrow the number of potential candidate genes, Cattaneo et al. \[[@b32-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] proposed to use cross-species and cross-tissue biological prioritization approaches and identified three novel genes, including *A2M*, FoxO1, and TGF-β1, that have GxE interactions with stressful life events (such as childhood trauma) contributing to the development of depression. Cattaneo et al. \[[@b32-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] pinpointed 16 genes (including *A2M, ARID5B, ARRDC4, EPHA4, FBXO32, FoxO1, HSF2, ISOC1, LDLRAP1, LRRN3, MYO1D, PIK3C2B, PPAP2A, SAMD12, SERINC5*, and *TGF-β1*) and then identified a minimal set of genes that have potential gene-gene interactions among these 16 genes and thereby may belong to common or overlapping signaling systems. The minimal set consists of three genes such as *A2M, FoxO1*, and *TGF-β1* involved in cytokines signaling, TGF-β1 signaling, and glucocorticoid receptor signaling. Subsequently, these three genes were utilized for GxE analysis to show significant GxE interactions with stressful life events, such as childhood sexual, physical or emotional abuse, contributing to the development of depression \[[@b32-pi-2019-07-17-2]\].

Epigenetic mechanisms and depression
------------------------------------

In light of recent advances in scientific research, evidence indicates that epigenetic mechanisms such as DNA methylation, microRNAs, and histone modifications play a key role in psychiatric diseases such as depression \[[@b33-pi-2019-07-17-2]\].

DNA methylation is a process that involves the addition of a methyl group to the DNA molecule, particularly when a cytosine is succeeded by a guanine (CpG dinucleotide) \[[@b34-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. Increasing evidence implicates that DNA methylation, a primary epigenetic factor, is universally linked to lower transcriptional activity, where DNA methylation is modulated by a family of DNA methyl-transferase proteins \[[@b35-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. While most investigations on DNA methylation have mainly pinpointed CpG islands (such as 1 kb CpG-rich regions) in promoter regions, DNA methylation in other genomic regions (such as intergenic regions or gene bodies) remains to be elucidated \[[@b35-pi-2019-07-17-2]\].

Moreover, small noncoding RNAs, particularly microRNA, represent a new arena in epigenetics research. MicroRNAs are less than 200 nucleotides in length \[[@b36-pi-2019-07-17-2],[@b37-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. Noncoding RNAs, such as microRNA, consist of a sequence of nucleotides that does not encode proteins.

Furthermore, histone proteins thoroughly cooperate with DNA to form nucleosomes \[[@b33-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. A histone modification, such as histone acetylation or histone deacetylation, is a covalent posttranslational modification to histone proteins.

We focus on the latest developments in the field of epigenetics with respect to depression. A growing amount of research studies have been conducted when investigators remain to pay much attention to epigenetics research. This review is not intended as a comprehensive survey of all possible epigenetic reports studied in the literature.

DNA methylation
---------------

It has been implicated that the epigenetic mechanism of DNA methylation is associated with childhood maltreatment in both animal and human studies \[[@b38-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. Current evidence also demonstrates that stressful events during childhood and adulthood have an impact on the increased risk of psychiatric disorders such as depression \[[@b38-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. Numerous studies with a candidate-gene approach suggested that the epigenetic mechanism of DNA methylation in various genes, such as *BDNF, NR3C1, OXTR*, and *SLC6A4*, is associated with depression \[[@b9-pi-2019-07-17-2],[@b39-pi-2019-07-17-2]-[@b41-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. Fuchikami et al. \[[@b42-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] found that DNA methylation of the *BDNF* gene can be used as a biomarker for differentiating healthy controls from patients with depression due to different methylation levels of CpG units within CpG I of the *BDNF* gene between healthy controls and patients with depression.

In an animal study, Roth et al. \[[@b43-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] demonstrated that elevated DNA methylation within the *Bdnf* gene is associated with stressful early-life events for rats by using an animal model of childhood maltreatment. In accordance with Roth et al.'s \[[@b43-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] results, subsequent animal studies verified that the *Bdnf* gene is associated with alterations in DNA methylation \[[@b44-pi-2019-07-17-2],[@b45-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. It should be noted that the *BDNF* gene is a well-known potential marker for playing a role in the pathophysiology of depression in both animal and human studies \[[@b46-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. In the context of animal models, it has also been implicated that stressful early-life events can regulate the DNA methylation level of genes, such as the *Avp, Esr1, Gad1, Gdnf, Nr3c1*, and *SLC6A4* genes, in animal studies \[[@b47-pi-2019-07-17-2]-[@b52-pi-2019-07-17-2]\].

In addition, Tyrka et al. \[[@b53-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] demonstrated that reduced methylation levels of the *NR3C1* gene were linked to childhood maltreatment and depressive disorders in human adults (n=340). Na et al. \[[@b54-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] also showed that hypomethylation of the *NR3C1* gene in blood samples was linked to patients of depression (n=45), when matched to healthy controls (n=72). It has been suggested that declined hippocampal glucocorticoid receptor expression was linked to depression and suicide, where the *NR3C1* gene encodes glucocorticoid receptor \[[@b55-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. In a postmortem hippocampus study, McGowan et al. \[[@b56-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] explored whether epigenetic differences exist in the promoter region of the *NR3C1* gene by matching suicide victims (n=12) with a history of childhood abuse to healthy controls (n=12). McGowan et al.'s \[[@b56-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] analysis detected elevated cytosine methylation in abused suicide victims at two discrete CpG regions in the promoter site of the *NR3C1* gene, hypothesizing that DNA methylation may prevail into adulthood. In accordance with McGowan et al.'s \[[@b56-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] study, Weaver et al. \[[@b57-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] observed that epigenetic alterations in the *Nr3c1* gene is modulated by early life events in an animal study of epigenetic regulation in related genomic sites.

Given that *BDNF-NTRK2* signature has been linked to depression and suicide, Ernst et al. \[[@b58-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] investigated whether *NTRK2* expression is significantly reduced in suicide patients when matched to healthy controls and whether methylation is linked to the downregulation. In a postmortem case-control study, Ernst et al. \[[@b58-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] evaluated microarray data to test the hypothesis by using HG-U133 chips (Affymetrix, High Wycombe, England). Ernst et al. \[[@b58-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] reported the downregulated expression of the *NTRK2* gene in suicide completers and observed that this downregulation was modulated by the methylation state at two specific CpG dinucleotides of the promoter site in the *NTRK2* gene in the frontal cortex of suicide completers. It has been suggested that a truncated polymorphism of the *NTRK2* gene is expressed in astrocytes.

In a methylation-sensitive restriction enzyme-based study, Sabunciyan et al. \[[@b59-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] tested the genome-wide DNA methylation scan with a microarray platform (containing 3.5 million CpGs) by matching postmortem frontal cortex samples (n=39) of depressive patients to healthy controls (n=26). Sabunciyan et al. \[[@b59-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] observed the greatest difference in the *PRIMA1* gene with 12--15% elevated DNA methylation in depressive patients; however, this observation did not remain significant after multiple testing correction. Because DNA methylation alterations are unlikely to occur in the frontal cortex of depressive patients, the major target might be in other brain regions such as hippocampus and amygdala \[[@b59-pi-2019-07-17-2]\].

Furthermore, several epigenome-wide association studies (EWAS) have been conducted to identify the probable interrelationship between DNA methylation and depression \[[@b59-pi-2019-07-17-2]-[@b63-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. In an EWAS study, Uddin et al. \[[@b62-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] assessed genome-wide methylation profiles of about 14,000 genes and demonstrated different DNA methylation patterns between patients with a lifetime history of depression (n=33) and healthy controls (n=67) by using methylation microarrays. In another EWAS study, Numata et al. \[[@b61-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] assessed genome-wide methylation profiles of 431,489 CpG sites and found lower DNA methylation at 363 CpG sites in medication-free patients with depression (n=20) compared to healthy controls (n=19) by using methylation microarrays, suggesting that the DNA methylation biomarkers can be used to distinguish patients with depression from healthy controls with good performance.

Moreover, Byrne et al. \[[@b60-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] reported lower global DNA methylation levels in female patients with depression, but not among male subjects, in an Australian EWAS study of 24 monozygotic twin pairs discordant for depression. Sabunciyan et al. \[[@b59-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] also identified hypermethylation of the *PRIMA1* gene in a pilot EWAS study; however, this result could not be confirmed in the replication data. Finally, Tseng et al. \[[@b63-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] detected that there was a decrease in global DNA methylation in older patients with severe depression, but not in younger patients, in a Taiwanese EWAS study.

MicroRNAs
---------

Maffioletti et al. \[[@b64-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] identified 5 microRNAs (including hsalet-7a-5p, hsa-let-7d-5p, hsa-let-7f-5p, hsa-miR-24-3p, and hsa-miR-425-3p) that were specifically altered in the blood of depressive patients, suggesting dysregulated microRNAs likely modulate the expression of brain-related genes. In order to pinpoint presumed microRNA signals associated with depression, Maffioletti et al. \[[@b64-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] leveraged a microarray technique, which has the expression levels of 1,733 mature microRNAs, and used the blood of 20 depressive patients and 20 healthy controls. Maffioletti et al.'s \[[@b64-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] findings indicated that microRNAs play a key role in the pathogenesis of depression.

In a genome-wide gene expression study, Garbett et al. \[[@b65-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] explored whether transcriptome-based profiles can be employed as peripheral markers for depression by using dermal fibroblasts from depressive patients. Garbett et al. \[[@b65-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] assayed dermal fibroblast samples (n=32) from both depressive patients and healthy controls and utilized a genome-wide mRNA expression approach by using GeneChip HT HG-U133+ PM Array Plate (Affymetrix, USA). In order to assess an interaction involving the mRNA and microRNA expression alterations, Garbett et al. \[[@b65-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] carried out quantitative polymerase chain reaction-based analysis of microRNA species. By comparing the fibroblasts of depressive patients to healthy controls, Garbett et al. \[[@b65-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] reported a potent mRNA gene expression alteration in varied molecular pathways for cell-to-cell communication (including the *MET, PCDH10, PPL*, and *TNXB* genes). Additionally, Garbett et al. \[[@b65-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] showed hsa-miR-122, the most prominent microRNA candidate, significantly expressing in the hippocampus. Moreover, Garbett et al. \[[@b65-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] suggested that the mRNA and microRNA expression alterations naturally collaborated with each other.

Similarly, Li et al. \[[@b66-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] investigated the aspects of the BDNF protein and BDNF-relevant microRNAs in the pathogenesis of depression. By comparing depressive patients (n=40) with healthy controls (n=40), Li et al.'s \[[@b66-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] study revealed that there were decreased serum BDNF levels as well as greater serum miR-132 and miR-182 levels. In addition, Lopez et al. \[[@b67-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] identified miR-1202 that targets the expression of the *GRM4* gene, which was up-regulated in patients with depression. Fan et al. \[[@b68-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] also reported that 5 miRNAs (including miRNA-26b, miRNA-1972, miRNA-4485, miRNA-4498, and miRNA-4743) were up-regulated in patients with depression.

Histone modifications
---------------------

In general, histone acetylation is directly linked to active chromatin and metabolic production of acetyl coenzyme A \[[@b69-pi-2019-07-17-2],[@b70-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. In a variety of models, various studies have examined that histone acetylation in the hippocampus might play a longterm adaptive role in stress and antidepressant responses \[[@b71-pi-2019-07-17-2]-[@b73-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. In an animal study, Covington et al. \[[@b74-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] pinpointed histone acetylation to be transiently reduced and then regularly attained in the nucleus accumbens, an important limbic brain site, after chronic social defeat stress. Covington et al.'s \[[@b74-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] results implicate that histone acetylation might play a key role in both stress and depression. In addition, Hunter et al. \[[@b75-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] reported regulation of histone methylation concerning chronic stress in the hippocampus, suggesting that there is an interaction between stress and hippocampal gene expression. Moreover, there are some novel treatment options based on histone deacetylase inhibitors for depression, especially for treatment-resistant depression by utilizing the antidepressant-like efficacy of histone deacetylase inhibitors \[[@b76-pi-2019-07-17-2],[@b77-pi-2019-07-17-2]\].

DISCUSSION
==========

It should be pointed that that the aforementioned studies are faced with some limitations. Firstly, the smaller-scale sample size of the cohort warrants no well-clarified discoveries \[[@b78-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. Secondly, because various variants and markers were not replicated well among independent datasets, it makes us to wonder whether the novel findings are well-evaluated \[[@b79-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. Thirdly, it is crucial to probe possible variants and markers among numerous ethnic populations due to the fact that various populations may draw distinctive conclusions \[[@b37-pi-2019-07-17-2]\].

In order to weigh GxE interactions, future studies might take advantage of utilizing new artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques such as deep learning artificial neural network algorithms \[[@b80-pi-2019-07-17-2],[@b81-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. In order to assess GxE interactions, feasible artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms encompass a wide spectrum of models such as artificial neural networks, Bayesian networks, decision trees, generative adversarial networks, support vector machines, and regression models \[[@b82-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. Furthermore, future research can contribute to identify genetic and epigenetic markers by using whole genome sequencing \[[@b83-pi-2019-07-17-2]\] or exome sequencing \[[@b84-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. Whole genome sequencing serves as an overall approach in genomic research and provides a wide variety of genetic variants in an individual subject due to the reduced cost and expanded throughput from next-generation sequencing techniques \[[@b85-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. Exome sequencing, which selectively sequences the nucleotides of protein-coding exons in an individual subject, has been employed as an alternative and efficient approach for Mendelian disorders and common diseases \[[@b84-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. All in all, combining whole genome sequencing or exome sequencing with innovative artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms might likely accomplish a comprehensive understanding of GxE interactions in depression in future research.

In future work, artificial intelligence and machine learning pipelines can be used to provide a thorough validation and evaluate whether we are able to replicate the current findings in predictive and diagnostic research studies. Additionally, we should explore possible genetic and epigenetic markers by utilizing custom artificial intelligence and machine learning pipelines; thereby, genetic and epigenetic networks would be interpreted at the genome level. In order to precisely understand pathogenesis and therapy in depression, future work must ultimately figure out how to integrate multiple markers and multi-omics, such as clinical data, genetics, transcriptomics, metabolomics, proteomics, epigenetics, and imaging data \[[@b79-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. In additional, artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques (such as deep learning, computer vision, and natural language processing) may play a pivotal role in eliminating the false positive candidate variants and genes that were observed in the previous association studies with meta-analysis, GxE interaction analysis, epigenetic analysis, and pathway models \[[@b82-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. Artificial intelligence and machine learning models involving with multi-omics data not only will achieve better results when dealing with incomplete data from any single data source, but also will bridge the gap among various phenotypes, genomic mechanisms, and biological regulation models \[[@b86-pi-2019-07-17-2]\]. Although forecast testing for disease status and treatment responses in depression are now nonexistent ahead of diagnosis, it is anticipated that artificial intelligence and machine learning approaches will be leveraged to predict the tendency of drug efficacy and to contribute meaningful guidance for clinicians on determining personalized medications in future research \[[@b87-pi-2019-07-17-2]\].
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